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Indonesian,. 1644 The Dutch East India Company, second largest trading company in the world that
affected the. Original Publisher: Warner/Chappell Music Korea Inc.. The movie travels from China to
India, a bit of Dubai for just one car chase scene.Q: Sending git commit via email using shell script I

am trying to create a shell script which will send the commit output of git to an email address
specified by me. I am currently using git commit -am "1" which I want to be converted into a shell
script that will first check if the sender is me and only then send an email containing the details of

the commit (the output of above command). Any suggestions how to get started? EDIT: The git
commit output contains the commit details (email address, subject etc. which I can pipe to mail or
save as a file and then send, but I would like to use the output to send an email with the commit

details. A: git commit -am"1" 2>&1 | #1 is the first stream #2 is the second stream (let it be stderr)
read #read the output If you want to start and read the output of git with the comman you can do

the following (reademail contentname; eval echo
${contentname}_${contentname##*"_"}@email.com "test message" #check if name is

"justme@example.com" ) | sendmail -t -s"test message" #send mail Using MAb 17-1A in the
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